
Michael Kline Workshop Notes 
The Potters’ Studio, February 9 – 10, 2019 

 
Removing a thrown plate from the bat: Throw your plate, cut underneath with a wire. Then let it get leather 
hard on the bat. Cut between the plate and bat again. Get another bat. Lay it gently on top of the plate, and flip 
the plate over. Slip your hand between the bats and hold the plate down while twisting the bat away from the 
plate. Stay with the horizontal axis when twisting, do not lift up. This will help prevent cracking of plates later. 
It’s best to separate your plate from the bat when leather hard. We let the plates dry overnight and they were 
ready to trim the next day. Keep in mind that things dry slowly in February. 
 
Stamped / Inlay Plates: work on them when they are leather hard. If you are stamping them with pattern in 
preparation for inlay, don’t trim the foot until after you finish stamping. 
 
Decorative Edges on Plates: Use a modified cheese slicer with a wire or order online – search for  
“Wire Knife Van Gilder” or “Straight Wire Yumi”. Trim the foot of your plate first and then cut the plate edge. 
 
Throwing a large form from two parts: Michael threw the top of a jug first and then the bottom. Both parts 
were thrown as basic forms and most of the shaping of the final form was done after the two parts were joined 
together. Michael scored the two parts with a serrated rib before joining. He kept the rims thick to keep the 
form stabilized. After joining the two parts, he pulled in the bottom, pushed out the shoulders and brought in the 
neck of the jug.  Note: keep the neck of the top part of the jar wide enough to get your hand inside. 

 
Recipes: 

 
Michael Kline’s white dipping slip: for Cone 10-11 – can go on bone dry or bisque clay 
48% EPK, 26% Feldspar, 26% Quartz 
Michael dips his pots in this slip twice. The second layer is the one that crackles. It crackles because of the 
particular clay he uses and has to do with “fit”. You may have to experiment to find a clay that interacts with 
this slips to get the crackle effect. *Add a few drops of Darvan to make is more fluid. 
For black slip – same as above but add Mason Stain #6666 
 
Michael Kline’s white inlay slip – for filling stamped surfaces. 
75% Tile 6 Kaolin, 10% Glomax, 10% Silica, 5% Custer Feldspar. Add powder to water slowly. It will be very 
thick, like sour cream consistency. Add a few drops of Darvan to make is more fluid. For a 1-pint container, add 
¼ tsp. Darvan, and shake the container to mix. 
 
Michael Kline’s black wax-resist: 
Michael uses Amaco light-green wax-resist as a base. We mixed 5 parts Mason Stain #6666 with 
3 parts #3124 Frit. Michael added just enough water to make a barely mixable thick paste. (You can’t add 
dry power to the wax resist it won’t mix easily). He added about a teaspoon of this to about a 5 tablespoons of 
wax resist and mixed it well. NOTE: Since Michael once-fires in a soda kiln, he does not have to add a melting 
agent to the Mason Stain. We guessed that 3 parts frit would be enough to make the Mason Stain stick at 

	



our bisque temperatures and firing conditions. If after we bisque-fire the workshop pots, the black mason stain 
wipes off, we should try increasing the percentage of frit to Mason Stain.  
 
Michael Kline’s iron oxide wax resist: Same as above, but substitute iron oxide for Mason Stain. 
 
Stamping technique: 
This technique is Korean in origin. Michael showed us the traditional carving tool called a “sangam” that is 
used for linework. He mostly used porcelain stamps that he made out of porcelain and fully fired (if bisque fired 
the stamps are too brittle).  Start stamping when the object is leather hard. Stamp first, trim the foot later. Start 
from the outside of the plate and work towards the center. Your stamping and carving should be shallow, not 
deep. Use your other hand to support underneath the plate so you don’t stress the clay too much. Michael had 
a homemade took with a bottle-cap attached to create a rolled texture. Using a wide bamboo brush, dab the 
slip into the texture. One to two coats is sufficient. Let set up a bit in between coats. You will still see some 
texture and no matter how many coats you put on, the texture will always show. That’s ok. Check an area to 
see if two coats is enough. He used a special tool from Mudtools.com called a “Do All Trim Tool” that removes 
the top layer of clay, revealing the pattern. This can also be done with a rib. 
 
Using the black wax resist or iron oxide wax resist: 
Michael applies wax resist when the clay is bone dry. It can also be applied to bisque-ware. He keeps his 
brushes in a container of water to prevent them from drying out. He uses bamboo brushes. You can get great  
“bamboo” brushes from Blick that have are plastic instead of bamboo. 
 
Michael showed us how he makes a jug handle: 
The pot should be very firm leather hard. Use a serrated rib dipped in water to put texture where you want the 
handle to attach, top and bottom. Make a blob that is narrower at one end, like an elongated egg. Score the 
narrower end and attach at the top, pushing in to attach. Push in, focus towards the pot and push clay onto the 
jug to secure it well. Hold the jug horizontally, dip handle part in water and start to pull a handle off the pot. 
Focus your squeeze on the first half of the handle closest to the pot, leaving the second half thicker. Cut off 
extra if it’s too long. When it seems the right length, tap the end of the handle into place on the serrated spot 
you made earlier. Note: you can stretch the handle further after both ends are attached. You can attach the 
handle so that the open space is wider at the top or narrower at the top.  

	


